
HFW CLASS SCHEDULE
WINTER/SPRING 2023-2024

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
7:00 AM STRENGTH & BALANCE: STRENGTH & BALANCE: STRENGTH & BALANCE:

MASTERS MASTERS MASTERS
8:00 AM STRENGTH & BALANCE: STRENGTH & BALANCE: STRENGTH & BALANCE:

MASTERS MASTERS MASTERS 
9:30 AM MOBILITY: RECOVERY:

LOWER BODY REST & ROLL
10:30 AM MOBILITY:

GEN-FLEX
12:15 PM STRENGTH: FLEX: STRENGTH:

CHEST & SHOULDERS SPLITS & HIPS BACK & SHOULDERS 
4:30 PM

5:30 PM MOBILITY: FLEX: STRENGTH: BALANCE:
UPPER BODY SPLITS & PIKES CORE HANDSTANDS 201

6:30 PM BALANCE:
HANDSTANDS 101

STRENGTH &  An all levels fitness training sessions that focuses on developing better movement skills for everyday living.  Learn how to use your bodyweight, 
BALANCE: MASTERS  free weights, and other resistance training methods to improve balance, mobiltiy, and strength.  Classes are designed with common movement limitations in mind.

MOBILITY: A mobility class where everything is focused on stretching and strenghtening the lower body. Classes use a goal movement in order to
LOWER BODY assess progress such as squatting, lunging, crouching, crawling, and bending.

MOBILITY: A mobility class where everything is focused on stretching and strenghtening the upper body. Classes use a goal movement in order to
UPPER BODY assess progress such as reaching, hanging, pushing, and pulling.

BALANCE:  A beginner friendly handstand class where your led through drills, exercises, and moves that will prepare you well for putting weight on your hands while
HANDSTANDS 101  finding balance in new positions.  

STRENGTH: A fun and challenging workout designed to build movement skills such as handstands, shoulderstands, push-ups, dips, and other pushing 
CHEST & SHOULDERS movements that build strength and stability in the chest and shoulders.

MOBILITY: A general flexiblity class open to all levels.  During this class the group will decide the theme of the day and run through a smart, safe, and supportive series of stretches
GEN-FLEX designed to target an area of the body or sought after movement.  

FLEX:  A fun sequence of drills, stretches, and exercises geared towards developing full front splits and more.  Areas addressed through front splits
SPLITS & PIKES  include the hamstrings, calves, and hip flexors.  

RECOVER:  A recovery session involving guided use of self-massage tools including massage balls and foam rollers.  Self-myofascial release will be combined with slow, gentle, and 
REST & ROLL  mindful movments in order to promote integration and total body relaxation.

STRENGTH:  A conditioning class focused on building stronger abs, obliques, and lower back.  Drills include bodyweight and weighted exercises.
CORE

STRENGTH: A fun and challenging workout designed to build movement skills such as pull-ups, muscle-ups, rows, levers, and other pulling 
BACK & SHOULDERS movements that build strength and stability in the back and shoulders.

STRENGTH:  A conditioning class focused on building stronger abs, obliques, and lower back.  Drills include bodyweight and weighted exercises.
CORE

BALANCE:  An upper level handstand practice for those wanting more challenges while on their hands.  Skills worked often include handstand press-ups,
HANDSTANDS 201  handstand push-ups, handstand weight shfiting, handstand shape shifting, and more.  


